PRIVATE FOR-HIRE TRANSPORTATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE
FINAL AGENDA
January 27, 2020 • 1:00 pm – 3:00 pm
Location: Oregon Convention Center, Room F150, 777 NE MLK Blvd, Portland, OR 97232
Customer Service email: Regulatory@portlandoregon.gov – 503-823-7483
Schedule
5 min
(1:00 pm – 1:05 pm)
10 min
(1:05 pm – 1:15 pm)
5 min
(1:15 pm – 1:20 pm)
15 min
(1:20 pm – 1:35 pm)

15 min
(1:35 pm – 1:50 pm)

Topic
Introductions and Review of Meeting Agenda

Lead/Presenter
Mike Greenfield, Chair

Announcements from Committee Members

Committee Members

Approval of 11/21/19 Meeting Minutes

Mike Greenfield, Chair

Notes

Opportunity to share news from
the industry.
Action Item

Topic Submission - Credentialing Review &
Kirk Foster, Committee Committee Consideration
Enforcement & NEMT Companies using 1099 for what Member; Mark
• This change would have a
are actually Employees
Williams, PBOT
minimal fiscal impact to the
program.
Summary:
•
Policy and/or Code Change
This would require a change in PBOT’s current policy
and/or regulations. This proposed recommendation
would require PBOT to verify W2s for all drivers that do
not present a business license when the application is
submitted.
PFHT Program Staff Report
•

Mark Williams, PBOT

Briefing on program activities.

Status on most recent Admin Rules
- WAV Vehicle Age Exemption
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Schedule

Topic
- Digital Records (Cameras)

Lead/Presenter

Notes

- Executive Town Car
•

Fast Track Driver Module Launch

10 min
(1:50 pm – 2:00 pm)

Public Comment

5 min
(2:00 pm – 2:05 pm)

Transportation Permit Fee Study Subcommittee
Report

(3 minutes or less per person)

•

10/31/19 Subcommittee Meeting Summary

•

12/16/19 Subcommittee Meeting Summary

5 min
(2:05 pm – 2:10 pm)

Safe Ride Home Subcommittee Report

5 min
(2:10 pm – 2:15 pm)
15 min
(2:15 pm – 2:30 pm)

2:30 pm

Mike Greenfield, Chair

Steve Hext, Vice Chair

Opportunity for public comment
on items not otherwise
scheduled on agenda for public
comment.
Information Only

Tracy M. Smith,
Facilitator

Information Only

Topic Submission – NEMT Vehicle Signage

Mark Williams, PBOT

Topic Submission – New Industry Business Model

Mark Williams, PBOT

Enforcement Update – No Action
required
Committee Consideration

•

12/18/19 Subcommittee Meeting Summary

•

Summary:
This proposed recommendation would require PBOT
revise code and establish a new permit model. This
new model would introduce a type of private for-hire
service in which the driver provides transportation
service in the passenger’s vehicle.
Adjourn

•
•

Policy and/or code change
required
Insurance for this model may
not be attainable and needs to
be researched further
No fiscal impact to the
program

Mike Greenfield, Chair

The City of Portland will make reasonable accommodation for people with disabilities. Please notify us no fewer than five (5) business days prior to the event
by phone at 503-823-3589, by the City's TTY at 503-823-6868, or by the Oregon Relay Service at 1-800-735-2900.
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PRIVATE-FOR-HIRE TRANSPORTATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE
FINAL DRAFT MEETING SUMMARY
November 21, 2019 • 1:00 PM – 3:00 PM
Oregon Convention Center, Room F150, 777 NE MLK Jr. Blvd, Portland, OR 97232

Advisory Committee Members
Mark Williams

Organization
PFHT Program Manager, PBOT (non-voting member)

Mike Greenfield

Chair (non-voting member)

Yes

Marlo Maroon

Travel Portland

Yes

Nickole Cheron

Portland Commission on Disabilities

Yes

Idris Khoshnaw

Shuttle Driver

No

Steve Hext, Vice Chair

Broadway Cab

Yes

Nathan Hambley

Uber

No

Ilene Brown

TNC driver

No

Vacant

LPT Driver

n/a

Vacant

LPT Company

n/a

Vacant

Limousine or Party Bus Company

n/a

Vacant

Tour Bus Company

n/a

Vacant

Shuttle Company

n/a

Andrea Lins

Brewcycle

No

Kirk Foster

Wapato Shores

No

Debbie Brooks

Port of Portland

Yes

Michael Huggins

Port of Portland

Yes

Sirous Tanzadeh

Radio Cab, Driver Rep.

Yes

Margo Moore

TriMet-Accessible Transportation

No

Dave Benson

PBOT

No

Erika Nebel

City Policy Advisor

Yes

Matt Grumm

Commissioner’s Office

No

Ken McGair

City Attorney’s Office

No

Mary Everson

PBOT PFHT Regulatory Program

No

11/21/19 Final Draft Meeting Summary
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FINAL DRAFT MEETING SUMMARY
November 21, 2019 • 1:00 PM – 3:00 PM
Oregon Convention Center, Room F150, 777 NE MLK Jr. Blvd, Portland, OR 97232

Advisory Committee Members
Kimberely Patterson

Organization
Sr. Administrative Specialist

Present
No

Matthew Erickson

PFHT Program Manager

Yes

Tracy M. Smith, Facilitator

Inhance LLC

Yes

Jamie Lynne K. Souza, Recorder

Inhance LLC

Yes

Other Attendees: Darin Campbell, Radio Cab; Karen Christensen, Port of Portland; Efren Zamudo, Strategies
360 - Lyft; April Murchinson; Teal Abel, Rose City Cab; Kieron Weidner; First Nature.
INTRODUCTIONS AND REVIEW OF MEETING AGENDA: MIKE GREENFIELD, CHAIR
•

Mike Greenfield called the meeting at 1:00 PM.

ANNOUNCEMENTS FROM COMMITTEE MEMBERS: COMMITTEE MEMBERS
•

Steve Hext, Broadway Cab: Noticed this year a high percentage of accidents with uninsured motorists
crashing into taxi cabs. Do police impound uninsured motorists? Are there statistics Committee can
retrieve to see if police officers impound cars or is it just a warning? Overall, can Committee find out
what is the Portland Police Bureau’s policy and what is going on?
-

Mark Williams: This is not in the purview of this Committee. The Committee does not have the
authority to know who gets told what and for what reason. However, PBOT can research statistics
and contact the Portland Police Bureau to find out what their policy is with the uninsured. If there
are any further questions or additional comments, please send an email.

-

Mike Greenfield: Suggested reaching out to the Department of Consumer Business Services which
regulates insurance in Oregon. Also, when you renew your license plates you have to show proof of
insurance. So that’d be interesting to know what the DMV could tell us with the number of insured
or lack of insured.

APPROVAL of 10/10/19 MEETING SUMMARIES: MARK WILLIAMS, PBOT
•

No revisions or objections made to October 10, 2019, Meeting Summary.
VOTE: Unanimous approval.
ACTION: No action is taken.

PFHT PROGRAM STAFF REPORT: MARK WILLIAMS, PBOT
•

Fast Track Company Training
-

In the last meeting, it was requested to have training for the companies for Fast Track, which is the
regulatory software for permitting vehicles. Training for the companies via webinar will be on
December 9th, 2019, January 7th, 2020, and January 9th, 2020. The training will cover how the drivers
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access the portal and apply for permits, as well as how companies confirm a driver that works for
them or no longer works for them.
•

Fast Track Driver Video
-

•

Fast Track Launch Date
-

•

A training video for drivers will be released on how to go online and access the portal. The webinar
for the companies will also be recorded for company representatives for reference training.

On January 13, 2020, PBOT will implement phase two where drivers will go online, apply, and
receive their permits.

PBOT is working on expanding its accessible program with the visually impaired and filmed a training
video for the drivers. PBOT wants drivers to understand how to interact with the visually impaired and
their guide dogs. PBOT knows some drivers are sensitive to letting animals in their vehicles, but when it
comes to providing transportation services, drivers have to allow it and the video does cover that.

PUBLIC COMMENT-NON-AGENDA: MIKE GREENFIELD, CHAIR
•

Darin Campbell, Radio Cab: He has been preaching to bring more training to our drivers. Last Tuesday,
they started filming a training video of the basic “Dos and Don’ts” when working with the visually
impaired customers with either a cane or guide dog. They worked with the City who provided cabs and
drivers with a production company and listened to the input from him and the drivers. They also utilized
actors with visual impairments to hear their experience with what worked or did not work. It’ll be a
great video and hope this will lead to more and maybe address service dogs in general in the future.
There are so many things taxi drivers can benefit from and hopes to even send it over to the medical
transportation groups as well. The reality of the videos is important and spot on.

•

Mark Williams: The final product will be edited and then translated into 10 languages and distributed
accordingly.

AGENDA ITEMS
REVIEW ITEM: TRANSPORTATION PERMIT FEE STUDY SUBCOMMITTEE: MARLO MAROON, COMMITTEE
MEMBER
•

Based on the research from comparable cities around the country, the Subcommittee is recommending
to reduce the application fee from $250 to $100 and the annual company fee from $500 to $100.

•

Sirious Tanzadeh: What about the driver’s fee?

•

Mark Williams: We talked about the driver’s fee at the last meeting. However, looking at the research,
the Subcommittee came up with adjusting the application fee and company permit fee. The
Subcommittee did find that they weren’t too far off compared to other cities. However, the City was
quite a bit off with the tourism industry. When making the decision, the Subcommittee needed to make
a recommendation that would impact the entire industry, not just a selected group.

•

Sirious Tanzadeh: How can we meet for further recommendations?

11/21/19 Final Draft Meeting Summary
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•

Mike Greenfield: We have to recommend the recommendations brought before us, but as a Committee
member you can always suggest an action item such as driver fees for future review.

•

Mark Williams: If the Subcommittee is in agreement they can continue to do further research on rates
for driver fees. Today, the recommendation is to consider the adjustment to the application and
company fees and the Subcommittee will continue to research and review permit fees for drivers.

•

Mike Greenfield: At the next meeting the Subcommittee can decide to either combine the
recommendations or keep separate.
-

Motion to consider the two reductions at a future meeting.

-

No objections. APPROVED.

ACTION ITEM: DIGITAL RECORDS REQUIREMENTS: TRACY M. SMITH, FACILITATOR
•

In the last meeting, there was a discussion on the equipment, and it has been updated and back for
Committee approval. This will be a final approval and open for public comment.

•

Mark Williams: In the final approval with this Administrative Rule, PBOT would like the Committee to
agree on how much time companies will have to comply with this new requirement. PBOT suggests six
months for companies to be in compliance.

•

Steve Hext: What is the process if other cameras meet the standard?

•

Mark Williams: If someone comes across another product or idea that meets the standards, they can
send the information to PBOT. PBOT would then do the research and if the camera meets the standards
then it’ll be brought back to the Committee for review.
-

Motion to make a final recommendation with an additional six-month implementation requirement
for compliance.

-

No discussion or objections. APPROVED.

ACTION ITEM: EXECUTIVE SEDAN LIST: TRACY M. SMITH, FACILITATOR
•

This was discussed at last meeting, specifically looking at Administrative Rule TRN 14.32, Definitions
“Executive Town Car” includes, but is not limited to, Luxury Conversion Vans, four-door sedan vehicles,
and sport utility vehicles. All vehicles must be approved by the Director to be permitted/certified as an
Executive Town Car and Luxury Conversion Van. All vehicles are subject to the certification requirements
pursuant to section 16.40.300 and 16.40.350.
All vehicles must be approved by the Director to be permitted/certified as an Executive Town Car and
Luxury Conversion Van. All vehicles are subject to the certification requirements pursuant to section
16.40.300 and 16.40.350.

•

Mark Williams: This was brought back due to substantial changes in which the original had List A and List
B. It was recommended to no longer have a list. This will be a final approval and open for public
comment.
-

Motion to make final approval to the Executive Sedan List.
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-

No discussion or objections. APPROVED.

ACTION ITEM: ADMINISTRATIVE SUSPENSION LANGUAGE: MARK WILLIAMS, PBOT
•

This would require a code change in front of the Council, so the Committee is making a recommendation
as a revision in City code. The most recent example is a driver that got into an accident and both parties
agreed to not report because per Oregon State Law it is only required to report an accident if any party
is injured or the damage is over $2,200. However, if one party decides to later go to the hospital and
report the accident, then the other party wouldn’t be aware that a report was made to DMV. That driver
would then be suspended for not reporting an accident. Now, if the driver goes to the DMV and clears
up the mishap, that driver would still not be able to work for PFHT because due to the suspension the
driver cannot drive for the next three years.

•

This new requirement, if recommended by the Committee and approved by the Council, would exempt
any administrative suspension that’s reinstated or resolved within 60 days.

•

Steve Hext: Why are you doing it that way versus suspension?

•

Mark Williams: Some of the suspensions show drivers are aware but they are choosing not to report or
take care of them. We want responsible drivers on the road and want them to be responsible for this as
well. The 60 days will help those who are responsible drivers to maintain their eligibility.

•

Darin Campbell: He was concerned about some taxi drivers that are having severe money issues and
needing extra time for money. If PBOT is worried about people not taking care of things quickly maybe
take away the 60 days and put 30 days per incident.

•

Mark Williams: We initially had 30 days and a Committee member suggested 60 days, but it’s up to the
Committee to decide.

•

Sirious Tanzadeh: Sixty days is not enough time based on the experience he’s seen with other drivers.
Sometimes a driver doesn’t know their license is suspended until six months later. Someone at PBOT
should decide on the situation and not be set in stone where it cannot be changed. It should be a
decision to look at every incident.

•

Marlo Maroon: Did the Committee talk about the DMV process for letting drivers know and how soon
they know if they have a suspension?

•

Mark Williams: The suspensions have been due to drivers not submitting their address changes. DMV
requirement by State law is that when you move you need to submit an address change within 30 days.
PBOT encourages drivers to make sure their address is updated so they receive their mail and can take
care of it on time.

•

Mike Greenfield: Would PBOT have the administrative latitude to extend the time period for certain
circumstances?

•

Mark Williams: PBOT would not want its division to be the ones to decide that. PBOT wants to stick with
what the code says; a driver can always appeal the decision. This Committee needs to decide whether
30, 60 or 90 days, but PBOT encourages the Committee to hold drivers responsible.
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•

Matt Erickson, PBOT: PBOT finds that if a driver has one incident that it is likely they will be three to four
weeks late and that the individual has suspensions on their record. These drivers end up being repeat
offenders.

•

Sirious Tanzadeh: Recommends changing to 90 days.
-

Motion for final approval with a change from the original 60 days to 90 days.

-

Four Committee members all in favor. APPROVED.

ACTION ITEM: Approval for Dan Lindsen to be the Subcommittee Chair for the Safe Ride Home
Subcommittee.
-

No objections or comments. APPROVED.

CHAIR ADJOURNED THE BUSINESS MEETING AT 1:40 PM.
NEXT MEETING: Mark Williams will let everyone know the date and location of the next meeting.

Submitted by, Jamie Lynne K. Souza, Recorder
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TRANSPORTATION PERMIT FEE SUBCOMMITTEE
FINAL MEETING SUMMARY
December 16, 2019 • 11:00 AM – 12:00 PM
GoToMeeting Conference Call

Advisory Committee Members

Organization

Present

Mark Williams

TNC Program Manager, PBOT (non-voting member)

Yes

Marlo Maroon

Travel Portland

Yes

Steve Hext, Vice Chair

Broadway Cab

Yes

Kirk Foster

Wapato Shores

Yes

Sirous Tanzadeh

Radio Cab, Driver Rep.

No

Erika Nebel

PBOT

Yes

Tracy M. Smith, Facilitator

Inhance LLC

Yes

Jamie Lynne K. Souza, Recorder

Inhance LLC

Yes

TRANSPORTATION & PERMIT FEES SUBCOMMITTEE PURPOSE:
The Subcommittee convened as a result of the October 14, 2019, Private-for-Hire Transportation Advisory
Committee (PFHTAC) meeting. The Subcommittee will evaluate rates and fees and look into the current
permit fee structure for companies, vehicles, and drivers with a lens of equity and a small business focus.
The Subcommittee will also review the potential impact on tax revenue.
SUBCOMMITTEE DISCUSSION
Meeting began: 11:00 am.
Mark Williams: Sirous isn’t on the call and unsure what his concerns were. When the TNC’s first entered the
market a $.50 surcharge fee was introduced to code. Taxi companies were also subject to surcharge in place
of the permit fees. For some companies, this surcharge model didn’t work because some taxi drivers
collected cash for fares and did not put aside the surcharge for the company. It was an accounting
nightmare and it was a shortage the company had to pick up when the City sent the bill because some
drivers didn’t pay. From a regulatory standpoint, it was difficult for PBOT to manage for smaller companies
because they didn’t have the technology or policies in places like Broadway and Radio Cab. Some struggled
and some are still making payments today for those surcharges. Now fast forward, smaller companies have
been working on improving their technology and it may be different now if the Committee wanted to
entertain that idea again.
Steve Hext: In favor of the per year type of fee structure. The TNCs operating model if is kind of a “per trip”
kind of thing and collect money “per trip.” The company gets its share “per trip” and the City gets it's fair
“per trip.” The taxi model was never designed that way. It was always based on the full-time professional
driver that makes a commitment to be out there regularly and providing service instead of on a per-trip type
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of gig. The industry had developed on the weekly, monthly, and annual type of fee structure. Requested we
go back to that sort of model for all the reasons you mentioned Mark and am unsure about at Sirous’
request. Suppose everybody could always ask for lower fees. If that’s his request, he can make that request
to the Committee without this Subcommittee. Not knowing what he wants is hard and his company would
agree with the fee structure the way it’s set up now. Everyone wants to get away from the per-trip fee.
Marlo Maroon: Being new to the process and referring back to the research, it is interesting that only three
cities include driver fees in the other sector fees besides taxis. It might be worth to chat about that and have
heard from tour companies' concerns about driver fees. It’s not black and white; some companies cover
those fees, some individuals cover fees, and some do their own background checks.
Mark Williams: Doesn’t have comments or ideas around the different fees for different areas around the
market. It’d be interesting to know how PBOT got there in the first place. Steve, do you know how PBOT got
to the fees across the board?
Steve Hext: The driver fee was $50 a year and is now $100 a year for a driver permit. Approximately 15 years
ago, two drivers were murdered, and the City wanted to improve driver safety. This was the greatest
demonstration of how a City and government can improve things. The City-funded and researched how the
companies could improve driver safety. The City determined to put cameras in the cabs. For some reason
when people feel they’re getting their picture taken it has a great deterrent effect.
The City raised the driver fees from $50 to $100 and half of that went to a special camera fund. Out of that
fund, the City financed the purchases, installations, and maintenance on the cameras. Since the cameras
were installed, there haven’t been incidents with bullets or knives—even robberies lessened. Then at some
point circumstances changed and TNCs entered the market. This ultimately got defunded and the cabs were
responsible for the maintenance of cameras. That extra $50 was now going to other purposes. As long as
cab drivers serve strangers there’s going to be the greater danger. There have to be systems in place that’ll
protect the drivers. The City cooperated with the state legislature and got passed legislation passed that
assault against a cab driver was a felony. It was a great program and the City did a perfect job. All the
regulatory costs are huge and that $50 was due to go up due to the criminal checks, administrative costs,
etc. Not an arguer on the $100 especially with the background checks and the stuff that the City is doing
now to protect the public and honestly when I see some of the criminal records.
Mark Williams: When the City raised the rate from $50 to $100 to cover cameras, they raised the rates
across the industry for NEMT, Tour, Limo and everything, right?
Steve Hext: Yes, there was an argument, at the time, on “why are you also raising us?” And the position that
the City took was to operate under a different model and contribute to the safety of taxis. Can’t say
everybody agreed with it, but that was the position to be across the board.
Marlo Maroon: At the tour company stakeholder meeting, the frustration for drivers from the tour
companies is that this is not their only job, work seasonally, or work multiple jobs compared to other
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sectors. They felt unanimous that it wasn’t fair or equitable that tour drivers were paying the same as cabs
and other industries. They were wondering if they could have a lower fee or no driver fees. If the company
pays for their driver and a lot of tour companies do fit the bill for their drivers and some do pay for it
themselves and it’s just kind of messy. Why are they the same amount as companies who are year-round
and full time?
Mark Williams: That’s a good point. Could tell you that a long time ago, before TNCs, you could have a
permit by the City and drive anywhere in the industry because the City did all the background checks along
with Portland police. So, a tour bus driver could drive tours in the summer but could drive for a taxi
company for the rest of the year. Now with all the self-certification, the companies can conduct the
background themselves and we don’t allow those transferrable permits anymore. For that reason, the
company is responsible for every driver that they certify and of course, the City still offers that service as
well.
Kirk Foster: It sounds like the issues are the difference in the permit fees. Don’t see a reason that the
seasonal should pay the same amount. Unfortunately, if it’s regulated by the cost of the background check,
don’t know how much that can be altered. Because the background checks cost what they cost. And we’ve
already lowered everyone to the cost of the background cost.
Mark Williams: PBOT does have seasonal vehicle permits, but don’t know how many people take advantage
of that. If there’s a person that wants a six-month permit, then there’s an idea that PBOT could think about
to create a six-month permit. Realistically, take into consideration a lot of things that PBOT is doing right
now and the systems that PBOT is putting in place wouldn’t be possible without the surcharge. PBOT does
some really good work from the surcharge revenue that is generated. The old system that PBOT is navigating
away from was used in the early days and there are increases in operating costs to try to modernize the
process in Regulatory.
Marlo Maroon: How much does a background check cost?
Mark Williams: PBOT reduced it down to $50. It was $75 and PBOT was trying to cover its costs. Have seen
background checks cost as low as $35 and as high as $350 and it depends on how many places a person has
lived. Rather than burden a person that has lived in 6 places with a $350 background fee what PBOT has
done is look at total cost and adjusted the cost accordingly and am sharing the love among all drivers.
Marlo Maroon: To clarify, that’s separate from the $100 permit fee for the driver?
Mark Williams: Correct. Companies can use one of the certified companies and run their background checks.
Tracy M. Smith: Last October 2019, PFHTAC Meeting Summary shows the Committee reduced the
background fee from $75 to $50. And the temporary vehicle replacement fee was $150 and reduced to $50.
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Mark Williams: The recommendation was to reduce the application fee from $250 to $100, and the
company fee from $500 to $100. PBOT has dropped rates of $400 for companies, $150 on the application
fee, and some other fees. Collectively fees have gone down and PBOT has saved money on background
checks and vehicle replacement fees.
Marlo Maroon: Those drops in fees are benefiting the companies which are great especially for small
businesses, but sees where Sirous is coming from as far as the drivers go.
Kirk Foster: That’s one thing that jumps out at me. Do you have a sense of how many drivers pay for their
fees? Understand the cab company because they’re independent contractors and the Employment
Department admin rule requires them too. But for most other industries, I pay for all my driver’s fees and
background checks. It’s too much of a burden for my drivers, so I take care of it myself. I’m curious from that
perspective.
Mark Williams: Will ask Matt; he might have a sense and PBOT knows there’s a handful out there.
Kirk Foster: Unless you’re a registered taxi company or TNC you have to run W2 employees. What’s the
thought of flipping it around and making it a company fee where the company has to foot the bill for the
driver permit? It does limit the driver though because the permit will belong to the company, not to the
individual. However, it might be worth considering but it would address drivers not being able to afford their
permits if the permits were just required to be purchased by the companies.
Marlo Maroon: It might also clear up the background checks too by doing that.
Kirk Foster: We’ve been told by the Administrative Rule that NEMT can’t use 1099 drivers. The only
exceptions are taxi drivers and TNCs. It was just a thought that the companies be responsible for those
permits.
Mark Williams: One of the ways to track and bring over into the system is the business license. PBOT
probably would be able to pull some analysis of how many drivers have a business license versus those that
do not.
Kirk Foster: It would be worth doing because I know the City’s losing a lot of revenue because there is a lot
of industries where the drivers are being paid 1099 but they’re not getting business licenses. So that’s
another thing I wanted to bring up was drivers who are not taxi drivers who are not getting business licenses
but aren’t getting W2s by their employers either. That’s a bigger picture that I wanted to put on the agenda
for the next meeting. Marlo, I don’t know if that would help your company if the argument was made that
the company would be responsible for buying the permits, but then the companies would own the permits.
Marlo Maroon: Yes, would ask them as a group. To your point per regulation, we’d have to look and see if
that’s in code whether they have to be W2. It would clean things up.
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Kirk Foster: Right now, we’ll run a background check on a driver and then let them go for a safety issue and
they’ll pop up with another NEMT company within 2-3 weeks. Question if the background checks are being
re-done by the other company or if they’re just taking a photocopy of the permit and going on with it. Again,
that’s kind of a loophole that’s out there. Drivers take their permits and hop companies without any regard
for whether the new company runs their background checks or a company that relies on the City. There’s a
gap there and that might solve that gap.
Marlo Maroon: Can talk to our group. Mark, is it worth doing some analysis on drivers that are paying or
those general questions around driver permits?
Mark Williams: PBOT could certainly run a SurveyMonkey and ask people. An easier analysis would be for
PBOT to pull the number of drivers that have a business license versus those that don’t. Almost 100% sure
this is the way the new system is set up. If the company chooses to pay for the background checks, they can
and if they don’t, then the driver would automatically be required to pay for the background check in the
portal.
Marlo Maroon: Is there a time to opt-out and use the City’s background check?
Mark Williams: As soon as a driver enters the portal they have to register and get a registration number. For
example, you’ll take that number and bring it to the company you want to work for and say, “Hey I’m
registered with the City and I want to drive for you.” The company would go into their system and they’d
have Option A to pay and do their own background check or Option B the City conduct a background check
and they’ll send a link to the driver where they will have to pay for the background check either online or at
PBOT. Will double-check on that process and verify that. Most likely, something similar happens with the
purchase of a permit. Once the permit is approved where the driver goes into the portal, pays for their
permit and an automatic permit comes through their email. The original one is either mailed or they may
have to go to PBOT to get their photo taken before receiving the original.
Steve Hext: Referring back to the old driver permit, that additional $50 went to the cameras but no longer
does that. It seems to me if we’re going to change that fee back to $50 it probably needs to change back for
taxis too. If we’re looking at decreasing fees, a change must be fundable across all sectors. For instance, if
you say a 6-month permit is a possibility, there are cab drivers that would also utilize a 6-month permit. If
we’re going to change it, the change needs to also apply to taxis otherwise we’re in the same position. I
agree with Kirk if we’re going to try and get into the employment versus contractor question. Even at the
state level, the Worker’s Comp group handles it differently than the Employment Department. It is a
nightmare even the State can’t operate and fix it. Don’t know if that’s something we want to take on, but
maybe we do.
Mark Williams: Action items:
1) Come back to the Subcommittee with the number of drivers with a business license versus not.
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2) Add to the agenda for the January 2020 meeting. Ask Sirous at the next meeting more specifics
before we reconvene as a Subcommittee.
3) Kirk Foster: Do we want to get away from driver fees being either have their business license or
working under a company flag? To take the burden off the drivers and the company pays for the
permits.
a. Mark Williams: The only way, in the new system, to do that is to allow the driver to apply and
once received, the approval notice and go back online and pay for that permit with the driver,
but the permit can’t be billed to the company.
4) Steve Hext: Propose we don’t put it on the agenda until we talk to Sirous.
5) Marlo Maroon: With the company permit fees on the table for public comment there should be
some tour companies there to share their excitement on that.
6) The next meeting is Jan 27, 2020. We’ll put it on the agenda and say we met and were one member
short and will hear Sirous’ comments.
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TRANSPORTATION & PERMIT FEES SUBCOMMITTEE PURPOSE:
The subcommittee convened as of result of the October 14, 2019, Private-for-Hire Transportation Advisory
Committee (PFHTAC) meeting. The subcommittee will evaluate rates and fees and look into the current permit
fee structure for companies, vehicles, and drivers with a lens of equity and a small business focus. The
subcommittee will also review the potential impact on tax revenue.
SUBCOMMITTEE DISCUSSION
•

MARK WILLIAMS
❖ Shared a spreadsheet of regulatory fees based on tour and taxi companies in:
❖ Some of the technology PBOT has implemented resulted in administrative cost savings. For example,
the Vehicle Exchange Fee. The paperwork is now electronic and companies are entering the
information online. As a result, PBOT now goes through an online approval process. However,
lowering the Vehicle Exchange Fee was voted down at the 10/14/19 PFHTAC meeting.
❖ PBOT’s program is a Cost Recovery Program. Typically, the goal is to collect money to administer and
regulate the segment of the program that it’s collected for. There are 10 cities used for this
comparison (New York City and Chicago aren’t used in the comparisons).
❖ In some cities, industries are regulated at the state level, but in other cities, the permit process
requires drivers to get their own background check. There are multiple variables in how the cities
regulate the industry.
❖ Would like to get feedback from Subcommittee members. PBOT has discussed a $250 application
fee with new technology because today it doesn’t cost PBOT $250 to process a business application.
When companies don’t send the correct information the first time, it starts a back-and-forth
revolving door for PBOT to get the correct information. The most common error is insurance. This
back-and-forth process results in administrative costs.
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•

KIRK FOSTER
❖ Reviewing the spreadsheet. As of now, he doesn’t see an issue with the fees. In December 2018, he
had issues with the system only allowing one insurance document when it took four to five
insurance documents to answer the question. He wasn’t able to upload multiple documents.
However, he solved the problem by creating one large PDF of the multiple insurance documents.
This required him to alter the documents from his insurance company to get approved.
➢ M. Williams: This has been corrected.
❖ When reviewing the rates and insurance costs, PBOT should contact the insurance broker or
insurance agency directly to get a req document to prevent fraud.
➢ M. Williams: This is a valid point. This would fall into the initial permit cost to verify the
insurance documentation. Not sure this can be done, but he’ll add it to the list.
➢ Steve Hext: With the single car insurance policy in the last few years, it’s more likely this
happens.
❖ In terms of rates, need time to review the spreadsheet and see how they compare. If there is no
need to raise rates, maybe a discussion of the fees staying as they are now.

•

STEVE HEXT
❖ Scanned the spreadsheet. It appears that PBOT isn’t out-of-line—either low or close to the lowest
group. Is there an issue that the Subcommittee is trying to solve? Is someone alleging the rates are
too high?

•

MARK WILLIAMS
❖ This has come up frequently over the five years he’s been at PBOT. Mostly, with a single or twovehicle occupied company that is trying to enter the market. For example, if someone, an individual,
wants to start an executive sedan service, they buy a car, by the time they go through the
application fee, application, driver permit fees, vehicle permit fee, company permit fee to enter the
Portland market, costs $1150. Additionally, every added car is an additional cost. The concern has
been the initial cost to enter the market.
This was initially submitted to PFHTAC as a Topic Submission. The Committee looked at trying to
have the first vehicle free. There is a problem with this because PBOT’s regulatory software doesn’t
have the ability to do this. This would save $225, but the design of the software doesn’t have the
capability to make the first vehicle free. Companies could initially add one vehicle, go in later and
add a second vehicle, and then remove one vehicle, so that the vehicle would be free. This would
result in fraud. The other option was for PBOT to manually review accounts and identify new
companies or renewals, and then make adjustments for the first vehicle to be free. The design of the
system today is that the vehicle cost is paid up-front. This speeds up the permit process. The
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technology isn’t there unless PBOT spends $15k-$20k to customize the software and upgrades don’t
always work on customized features.
Is the cost for PBOT to process an application less today? Yes. This may be a place to start for cost
savings for small companies that want to enter this market.
➢

S. Hext: What market is being referred to?

➢

M. Williams: Referring to any market. For example, the change with GridWorks, over the next
year or two, there will be more NEMTs companies applying for permits.

➢ S. Hext: Fine if Subcommittee wants to review the permit fees, but there was a discussion at the
10/14/19 PFHTAC meeting about the minimum number of vehicles. May only be touching the
tip of the iceberg. The code may need to be adjusted if the minimum for a fleet is one to two
vehicles.
➢ M. Williams: This would not apply to taxi companies. There is still a 15-vehicle minimum fleet
requirement; the reduction of fees wouldn’t change this requirement. This would affect any
other company in this market: LPT, NEMT, executive town car, tours, and shuttles.
•

MARLO MAROON
❖ The tour companies are most impacted by the fees. Portland is at the top with the initial one vehicle
cost of $750 and a renewal cost of $500 for one vehicle. Portland is significantly higher—more than
Los Angeles because it is a three-year permit. This is why she wanted to form the Subcommittee and
review it from an equitable standpoint. The spreadsheet is very helpful with the list of charges.
➢ S. Hext: Sees that tour companies have higher fees. He agrees with her.
➢ M. Maroon: Not sure where to go from here.
➢ M. Williams: Portland has higher fees for four tour companies. Some cities don’t regulate tour
companies. PBOT has an extensive tour industry regulation process and oversight of tour
companies. Tourism not year-round in Portland.
If an adjustment is made for the tour industry, not sure what that is, or does the Subcommittee
look at how an adjustment can be made that impacts all industries, so everyone benefits? Thinks
is it likely to get the approval of reducing the application fee.
➢ K. Foster: Reviewed the City’s website. Tour Vehicle is missing from the Rate Chart.
➢ M. Williams: They are booked under LPT. Sometimes limousine drivers conduct wine tours.
➢ K. Foster: This would change the rates for limousines as well?
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➢ M. Williams: Yes.
➢ K. Foster: Would review cost recovery. Does it cost $250 to process a new application? Does it
cost the City $500 to renew it every year? What are the cost of the application, the initial
permit, and the renewal?
➢ M. Williams: The average cost of the initial application fee, including overhead, takes PBOT one
hour, $80-$100. The cost is likely the same for processing a company permit fee. It takes PBOT
an hour, $80-$100. The vehicle permit fee, PBOT spends more labor and resources for
enforcement and field audits. The cost of the vehicle permit fee is labor and resources.
If the Subcommittee is proposing $100 for application fees and company fees, he will make this
recommendation.
➢ K. Foster: This would be for the application or the permit?
➢ M. Williams: It would be for the application fee and the company permit fee.
➢ K. Foster: It would be $100 for the application fee and $100 for the permit renewals?
➢ M. Williams: Yes. This would probably cover PBOT’s admin costs. Will verify this and will report
back to the Subcommittee. This would also cover costs when PBOT has to obtain additional
information from companies. The Subcommittee would make the recommendation to the
PFHTAC and if it approves it, PBOT would analyze data to determine the budget impact of the
recommendation to lower company permit fees by $400. This has less of an impact as opposed
to reducing vehicle permit fees. There are a lot more vehicles permitted than companies.
➢ K. Foster: Seems reasonable. The issue might be raised about the other company types. Should
it be $100 for everyone? Parity is appropriate.
➢

M. Williams: Proposing this for all companies.

➢ S. Hext: Agrees with K. Foster.
➢ M. Maroon: In support of the rate reductions. Would like to verify rates discussed: $100 for the
application fee and $100 for the initial permit. For now, $225 per vehicle on the initial and $180
per vehicle on the renewal.
➢ S. Hext: Sometimes taxis, shuttles, town cars, and limos provide tours. These companies pay City
regulatory fees. Can a tour operator be defined?
➢ M. Maroon: There is a clear line between driving someone out to wine country and doing a
guided tour that stops at key locations, has relationships with, and provides the visitor
experience.
Draft Transportation & Permit Fees Meeting Summary
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➢ S. Hext: Agrees. There is a clear line, but is the clear line in the code? We want tour companies
to have some relief. Doesn’t want people to take advantage of being a tour operator.
➢ M. Williams: Can review the code and accompany this recommendation for what a tour permit
is, work with the tour industry, and Travel Portland to determine the definition.
➢ M. Maroon: Agrees with M. Williams. Travel Portland has a great relationship with the tour
companies and can review this definition.
•

MARK WILLIAMS
❖ Wants to review all of the vehicle permit fees. Should PBOT, Option A, look at the tour industry,
based on the data, make a reduction in the cost for the tour industry vehicle permit? Option B, look
at a way to provide the first vehicle free?
➢ K. Foster: The vehicle permit fee is incurred by PBOT. This needs to be carefully considered
before it is lowered.
➢ S. Hext: No additional comments. Agrees with the direction of M. Maroon and the
Subcommittee.
➢ M. Maroon: Agrees there is a lot of labor associated with the vehicle permit fees. This cost has
to be covered. From a tour company perspective, it would be nice to have a break with an entry
fee that would be helpful.
➢ M. Williams: Investigated 47 illegal tour operators this season. These investigations are current
and on-going. Out of the 47, approximately 12 enforced into compliance. Brokers that were
required to have a company permit were encouraged to book tours with permitted companies.
He can get more stats if anyone is interested. PBOT dedicated two people, sometimes more
than two people, when conducting enforcement. If needed, after collecting evidence, PBOT
books a tour and this costs money.
An idea: It would be nice if there was a process for tour companies to go through with Travel
Portland to receive a discount on permitting their first vehicle. This would be some type of
screening process where tour companies sign up and be a legitimate company. They could be on
a list and this would help with PBOT’s enforcement efforts.
➢ M. Maroon: Would like to have a follow-up conversation. One company contracts with a
motorcoach company that pays its fees, but the parent company that doesn’t own any vehicles,
was required to go through the same permit process. The parent company felt they were being
charged twice with fees. There may be a couple of circumstances like this and would like to
discuss with M. Williams.
➢ M. Williams: Based on the proposed recommendations discussed today, this company would
have their costs reduced by $500 ($100 application fee; $100 initial company permit fee). The
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code is written this way because the parent company is the face of the booking. PBOT wants the
company to be fully insured and ready to take on any liability—they sold the trip. That’s why
they are required to at least have a company permit.
•

MARK WILLIAMS
❖ Meeting summary: Subcommittee will make the recommendation for a $100 company application
fee; $100 company permit fee for all segments of the market. PBOT will discuss if there is a creative
way to accomplish enforcement over the tour industry and pre-vetting in exchange for a discount
for going through a pre-screening process to get vehicles permitted. Would like to do this in advance
of next tour season in hopes of not having to investigate 45 companies as PBOT did this year.
➢ K. Foster: In reference to S. Hext’s question about preventing people from doing taxi work with
different types of permits, would like to have the Street Hail language be more thorough.
➢ M. Williams: Shuttle companies don’t have the ability to accept street hails. Some of them are
breaking the rules.
➢ K. Foster: Reading the code and it says they can accept hails as long as it's on their recorded
route with the City.
➢ M. Williams: Thinks it implies if you are at a shuttle stop along a fixed route, a passenger can be
picked up without a reservation. Can look at the language and make it more precise. Will look at
the language.
➢ S. Hext: The code says shuttles and town cars. Originally, designed for an appointment. It
started at the airport and now people can walk up to shuttles and town cars for service. Hotel
doormen will call their favorites without having an appointment. In the past, the City cited
people.
➢ M. Williams: S. Hext has a good point. PBOT can investigate if companies are acting illegally, but
they need names/tips.
➢ S. Hext: Very difficult to detect—almost impossible unless someone is on the inside. This doesn’t
mean, however, that it shouldn’t be in the code. There should be something in the code defining
what they do and what they don’t do.
➢ M. Williams: Will look at code related to shuttle and town car language. Send M. Williams
recommendations on how code should look as soon as possible. Take this to the PFHTAC for a
future revision.
Tracy M. Smith will send the minutes of this Subcommittee meeting.
Would like to work with M. Maroon for a pre-screening process to get tour vehicles permitted
the right way. Will send the Subcommittee any ideas they discuss via email.
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PRIVATE-FOR-HIRE TRANSPORATION SAFE RIDE HOME SUBCOMMITTEE PURPOSE: The Private-for-Hire
Transportation (PFHT) Safe Ride Home (SRH) program offers reduced-cost rides home on targeted holidays
and community events with the goal of preventing people from driving under the influence.
This Subcommittee will make recommendations to the Advisory Committee on issues that include but are
not limited to the following: expanding the program and offers, community event recommendations, public
outreach, PFHT company participation, and local business participation.
SUBCOMMITTEE DISCUSSION
Meeting began: 1:00 pm.
Mark Williams: Introduced Dan Lenzen and he was appointed Chair of the SRH Subcommittee. Dan
represents the businesses that rely on this program to get their customers home safely. This is a very
valuable service that Dan represents, and we’ll lean on him to lead these meetings going forward.
Dan Lenzen: For up to 30 years I had high volume venues for alcohol as well as non-alcoholic venues
including Thirsty Lion, Barracuda, Dukes, Dixie, Grand Central to name some. Now I only have one venue,
Dixie Tavern, in the Old Town entertainment district. I was on the PFHT Advisory Committee rewriting the
rules for the TNCs and spent 700 hours in meetings and studying about those industries. I’m a co-chair with
a hospitality group with 30-40 different venues. I’ve also served on the Department of Public Safety
Standards and Trainings and the Public Safety and Investigators Policy Committee representing hospitality
events and security. This idea of SRH came about years ago and it was genius. Thanks to PBOT’s budget it
has been a huge difference. We give the coupons, spread the word to our people, and our front door people
are incredible about informing others. People will either come to the venue to get a coupon or want to
figure out where they can get some sort of discount. So, folks are noticeably taking advantage of the
discount and that’s where I can help and provide the feedback on SRH and how it works for customers at
those late times.
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Mark Williams: Darin Campbell felt there were inefficiencies and that we could do better. He had some valid
ideas and concerns. I put together a list of items to recommend to the PFHTAC about the topics that Darin
and I discussed:
1) Expanding the Program and offers: We are doing that with a run of two weeks that starts this
evening, 12/18/19, at 8 pm. We can talk more about how we can expand the current offer and other
events we may want to offer this to.
2) Community Event Recommendation: PBOT did a pilot with SEI and didn’t get a huge response.
However, we didn’t have a sufficient amount of time for marketing. The idea is some events may not
be huge public events but are large enough and serve alcohol and maybe PBOT can partner with
them and offer a similar SRH on a smaller scale. There’s certainly value to that and Vision Zero is a
City-wide initiative. Whether at a bar or a private party PBOT doesn’t want drivers to drive impaired
and injure themselves or anyone else. What qualifies as a community event? Up until this current
SRH for the holidays and New Year, PBOT has done the same posting on Facebook, printed posters,
and coupons for businesses. This time PBOT collaborated with the Portland Police, ODOT, and
Multnomah County and did an elevated level of public outreach and believe even some TV Public
Service Announcements (PSA) will go up.
•

Shaina Hobbs: PBOT is working with KOIN to put some Public Service Announcements (PSAs) out
in Spanish.

•

Mark Williams: Yes, PBOT’s outreach will also be in a few other languages as well.

3) Public Outreach: Are there some other ways to do this?
•

Dan Lenzen: The number one way of advertising is word of mouth and Instagram has become
one of those vehicles. It seems to be one of the bigger ways to get a message out right now. The
21 - 35-year-old group uses Instagram pretty heavily compared to Facebook.

•

Csilla Wischner: PBOT is putting advertisements out on Facebook and Instagram.

4) PFHT Company Participation. Radio Cab has been an active partner who gets out there, promotes
the program and does a good job. PBOT has had other companies that haven’t made efforts to get
involved or encourage their drivers to get excited about participating in the program. PBOT is always
working on ways internally to get drivers encouraged to be out there and thought about a driver
incentive. PBOT would like to come up with a way to encourage drivers to provide this service. PBOT
attempted at a previous PFHT Committee to add this to an Administrative Rule, but unfortunately, it
was rejected. I’m going to make another attempt to get this added to the Administrative Rule
because it will enable us to incorporate things like incentives to the drivers. PBOT is trying to add
this program to the current Accessible Service Administrative Rule. PBOT is going to continue to
work on that.
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5) Local Business Participation: I know PBOT has about 80 business partners who send coupons and
posters for this SRH program. However, there are two consistent problems: 1) the partnership isn’t
getting any bigger and PBOT knows there are more than 80 alcohol-serving establishments 2) PBOT
might send coupons/posters to the manager’s office, but nobody is informed about it and because
PBOT doesn’t train employees, servers, or bartenders the coupons can be left unused. PBOT prints a
lot of coupons and notices not a lot is being used and it’s mainly because the billing isn’t that big.
We had a Public Records Request for the number of rides or the cost of the SRH for New Year’s Eve
last year and it was just over $2,000. That was only 207 rides. How does PBOT increase those
numbers and how does PBOT encourage our local businesses to participate more?
Mark Williams: What else should this Subcommittee be talking about?
Shaina Hobbs: I’m interested in how we can link this program into the safety aspects. City-wide we’ve
committed to eliminating traffic deaths and maybe in addition to providing SRH, we can accentuate the
messaging behind why it matters people who drink shouldn’t get behind the wheel. Is there a better way to
leverage the ride fee dollars or come up with some creative campaigns to talk about both SRH and what
people in Portland have been experiencing? Or what does the data say about impaired driving? If we could
use some of the driver fee money it would be awesome—just unsure what the barriers are on that.
Mark Williams: PBOT may be able to fit some of that into the budget. Let’s develop the scope of exactly
what the Subcommittee wants to do and make sure relevant parties buy into it. It is part of the program and
should fit under marketing.
Shaina Hobbs: If the Subcommittee develops a tentative scope it would be presented before the main
Committee for approval, right?
Mark Williams: I think we want to run the scope by the PFHT Committee with “here’s what we want to do”,
which I’d like to invite Dan to attend and give that report together with to the Committee. And come up
with a few items with our plan and get the Committee’s input. Then Shaina, Csilla, and I can deal with
budgeting at a later time. The PFHT Committee does not need to approve that.
Shaina Hobbs: Could this be something that the business partners be involved in? For example, if we did a
video with some of the SRH partners with a brief interview and being able to put faces to this program could
be powerful.
Dan Lenzen: I think so; anything where we can go first person, testimonials or even educational. Marketing
to Mark’s point—going to the local business and then business owners sharing a link that can be clicked,
watched or read.
Shaina Hobbs: You would be willing to help make those connections between me and those partners in the
community?
Dan Lenzen: Absolutely. The 3,500 licensees don’t always have a lot of time on their hands, but it has to drill
down the line to employees to get something in the customer’s hand. I agree with what you’re hearing from
the Subcommittee that there are inefficiencies. The paid advertising is one of our best bets because it’s
piercing markets that we can’t do organically and organically takes time. From the local business owner to
an employee, broaching into people’s social media, and PSA’s on TV for free are my ideas.
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Mark Williams: I’m curious to see if we can track the number of people reached by the PSA. For the large
City-wide events PBOT should do that. PBOT recently did a customer service survey with the hotels in the
area and asked them “What kind of training do you think PFHT drivers need?” It’s been difficult to get
people to fill out a long survey, but if you throw out a raffle of winning a $50 gift card, PBOT ended up with a
good turnout. Is there any value in looking at something like that with bartenders and servers and how we
do that, could we motivate them with a little bit of money?
Dan Lenzen: Money is always a great motivator. At the hotel level, it’s not the concierge anymore it’s the
front podium person that’s the go-to. They spend more time with a person waiting for a ride or asking
where they should go.
Mark Williams: Maybe there’s a way if bartenders can get 50 plus customers to get signed up onto the
distribution list then they can enter to win a $150 gift card or something. Any ideas or thoughts?
Dan Lenzen: I think it’s a good idea. There is a bartender’s group now. SantaCon channels money to them
and I’ve worked in collaboration with them. Meara Mclaughlin of Music Portland was allowed at City Hall for
the Unreinforced Masonry (URM) Building signage and she is plugged into venues and venue owners. Her
angle on this is that musicians play at venues and most of them are URMs so she’s trying to get everybody
together on that scale. The bartenders are trying to get everyone together for healthcare and the
bartenders guild is trying to get everyone together to better the craft. There’s also the Old Town hospitality
group that speaks at the owners only and I’m in contact with them all. We can funnel information to them
and get some reaction. We’ll probably get more attraction from the Old Town hospitality group, Portland
Music, and the bartender’s group maybe not so much the bartender guild.
Mark Williams: We should get the logistics on how we’re going to do this contest and then see how to reach
out to people involved.
Dan Lenzen: I would estimate 50 responses. With SantaCon this weekend and 30 different venues that will
be out this weekend and it would be good to touch base with them. If we want to narrow our focus it’d be
that front podium person at the hotels.
Mark Williams: People we’re targeting, are they going to hotels? Is that where people are drinking?
Dan Lenzen: Yes, that’s a thing. Chris Bebo, regional for Provenance, said their goal was to get high
attracting bars and hotels. It’s a thing now to have a lobby bar attract people from outside to come in for
drinks.
Csilla Wischner: Do you have a contact with SantaCon, and would it be worthwhile to ask them to put
something on their website for participants? We could set up a link to the SRH page because there is a
pressable coupon on the site in addition to the Uber/Lyft codes.
Dan Lenzen: Yes, you could also message them on Facebook. Axiom Event Productions are putting it on and
if we need to get in contact with them, we can too.
Tracy M. Smith: Suggest posting on Next Door since it’s active and reaches a lot of people.
Mark Williams: We should take advantage of any outreach opportunities!
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Csilla Wischner: Instead of putting the job of disseminating the SRH materials to the business owners and
bartenders, would it be helpful to have some sort of link or app that the customer could download?
Mark Williams: We did try an SRH event with QR codes and we do want to get back to distributing coupons
with QR codes. Currently, our business system analyst is trying to scope out the requirements of a coupon
app with reliable features and functionalities. A challenge PBOT faced was inconsistencies among the drivers
using them. Uber/Lyft drivers didn’t have a problem because they just got a code, but the taxi drivers
weren’t used to seeing those and were unsure how to use it correctly. PBOT needs to come up with a simple
yet straight forward way for drivers to scan the code. PBOT plans on going back to the electronic distribution
when we can find a reliable product.
Shaina Hobbs: Would that be for taxis, Ubers, and Lyfts with the same QR code?
Mark Williams: Not likely. Uber/Lyft at that time couldn’t scan QR codes. But if they do now, we could
incorporate it. Most of the time the QR code on posters will have the Uber/Lyft app code close by. The nice
thing about their technology is controlling it if you want the code to be used once and not having to manage
it. The QR codes are the same in being able to control so drivers aren’t out there abusing the code.
Shaina Hobbs: Could we print on disposable coasters and napkins and hand out to the bars? It’d be right in
front of the customers on the counter than being forgotten in an office.
Mark Williams: I think that’s a great idea. We can get some Vision Zero napkins and coasters with a message
on why it’s safe to do this. They can scan it and another window opens where you can call a cab right there.
Shaina Hobbs: And you can get two-sided coasters. Maybe we can connect offline and come up with
something.
Dan Lenzen: The alcohol vendors would jump on that too. SRH could undertake a sub-label of some sort
because every vendor has an SRH program and they all have dollars for it.
Mark Williams: I don’t think we have any policy against us partnering with the multiple numbers of SRH
partners. We just can’t have only one but have to open it up to anyone who wants to partner with us. That’s
where our communication team comes in. Any other ideas we should consider for St. Patrick’s Day?
Dan Lenzen: There’s a lot of pubs crawls that happen with around 1,000 people on the weekend before and
the day of. Some people aren’t plugged in with the nightlife and don’t know about SRH.
Mark Williams: People park downtown to go out, but don’t want to leave their cars there because it could
get broken into. We’ve never advertised “leave your car at home” because it might send the wrong
message. It’s more like “if you do get impaired, here’s a safe option home.” Do we need to look at including
that in our marketing? Or does that make it look like “Hey go out, get impaired and we’ll get you to the party
and back home”?
Dan Lenzen: An individual doesn’t necessarily want to be downtown for a lot of different reasons and many
do avoid it. But different messages can be said like, “Get downtown easy”, “get to the party easy”, “avoid
the traffic”, or “don’t have to pay to park.”
Mark Williams: I suggest we plan another call next month and work on our plan for the St. Patrick’s Day
event. If there are any thoughts or ideas to consider before the next call, send an email to Tracy. I’d like to
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focus on a template to use for all events, so we can show our process and policy for what we do for every
event. That way for those executing the plans can get started on things in advance instead of rushing to do
things last minute. We talked about the community event recommendation and we need to think hard on
what qualifies as a community event. We need to come up with some written policies. I want those two
things to be brought up and discussed at our next meeting. We want to make sure we’re equitable and at
least extending this SRH partnership to other events out there and particularly those in the NE area with
events and to people that don’t have access to these opportunities.
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